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1. RADIAL GROUPS ANY PLANCHEREL MEASURES 
Let G be a group together with a finite set S, of generators g,,...,g$. By 
convention a group will always have a fixed set of generators and it is 
always assumed that 1 6!J S, = S;‘. We can then define a length function on 
G, j j:G+Z’. ~l~=O,~g,~= 1,etc., and Ig-‘l=lgJ. A radial function on 
G is a function that factors through ( I. That is, its values at an element 
depend only on the length of that element. For example, xn = the charac- 
teristic function of the elements of length IZ. This is not only an example, but 
is the most important because clearly every radial function can be written as 
C%x,- 
Notation. Since we shall only be concerned with discrete groups, we will 
sometimes let an element of the group represent its own characteristic 
function. Thus f = g + 2h is the function whose value is 1 on g, 2 on h, and 
0 on all other elements of the group. Because of this when we refer to 
product of functions we mean what is usually called convolution product. 
If the product of two radial functions is defined, it is not necessarily 
radial. We, however, are only interested here in the study of those groups 
whose radial functions do form an algebra. This is equivalent o saying that 
for all n and m, x,,x,,, is radial, and this in turn is equivalent o saying that 
every xn can be expressed as a polynomial in xi. We will call such a group 
radial (remembering that the set of generators is always given). We recall 
[C] that free groups are radial. 
It has been amply demonstrated [C, FT, P] that the study of radial 
functions on a radial group gives a great deal of information about the 
harmonic analysis and representation theory of such groups. Let G be a 
given radial group. Let f be a “reasonable” function in one variable. (For the 
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moment we will not specify a class of functions, but we can work with 
classes much larger than the polynomials.) Then&,) is a radial function on 
G; and, vice versa, to some extent radial functions can be thought of as 
functions in xi. 
Let 1 E G be the identity element. Given a function k on G, it is important 
to know what k(1) is. Naturally, if we are given k very explicitly, this is not 
a problem, but consider a function k given to us only as fh,), where f is 
some function of one variable. In this case the value of k(l) is not 
necessarily obvious. Because S, = S;‘, x1 is self adjoint, and thus the 
functional assigning to a function f the value fk,)( 1) gives a real positive 
measure dp on the real numbers, R. This measure is called the Pluncherel 
measure on G. That is, when it makes sensefhi)(l) = Jf(t) &(t). 
The aim of this article is to describe the Plancherel measures on a large 
class of radial groups (including all known examples). 
Let G be a radial group and {p,} the set of length polynomials, that is the 
sequence of polynomials such that p,(xi) =x,,. Notice that for m ,< n the 
support of XJ,,, c {g: n -m < ) gl,< IZ + m). In particular this means that 
XJ,,,(~) = 0 if n f m and = W,,, the number of words of length n if II = m. 
In particular, then, 
= W”, m = n. 
2. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let dp be a positive measure on R whose support has cardinality c. A 
sequence of polynomials @,} is called orthogonal with respect to dp if 
J”p,(t)p,Jt) Q(t) = 0 for n # m and is positive for n = m < c. We say that 
the {p,} induce Q. Since multiplying the polynomials by nonzero constants 
and dp by a positive constant does not change this condition we consider 
them the “same,” so for convenience we usually choose 1 as the coefficient 
of x” in p,. The starting point of the study of orthogonal polynomials is the 
fact that for any positive measure dp, there exists a sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials (cf. [Sz] for all details). 
It is fairly simple to see that if @,} is a sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials then there exist numbers b, > 0 and a, such that 
pn- i(x) = (X - a,) p,(x) - b, pn- , (x). The celebrated theorem of Favard 
[F] gives the converse: given a sequence of polynomials {p,} satisfying this 
condition, there exists a measure dp for which the {p,} are orthogonal. 
In [CT] the following problem was resolved: Calculate dp for constant 
sequences a, = a and b, = b. Because of the recursive relation, once a and b 
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are fixed, it is necessary to give only p,,(x) = c > 0 and p,(x) = x - u. In the 
present situation it suffices to consider only the case u = 0 and c # 1 so we 
give the result of [CT] in that case: 
THEOREM A. Let b, c > 0 and a be real numbers. Let pO((x) = c, 
P~(x)=x~ and P”+~ (x) = (x - a)p,((x) - bp,-,(x) for n >, 1. Let f(x) = 
(I - c)(x - a)* + a(2 - c)(x - a) + a2 + bc2. Then the sequence (p,} induces 
the measure dp whose continuous part is 
d4b - (x - a)’ dx 
f(x) 
and whose point discrete part is 0 except possibly if f has two real roots 
y1 f y,, where it is 
Notation. (A), = {A + ]A (}/2, \/;r = a, and 6(p) is the unit Dirac 
measure at the point p. 
3. POLYNOMIALS IN x1 
What is the relationship between the type of polynomial studied at the end 
of the last section and the polynomials that arise in radial groups? Let us 
assume that G is a radial group and that x,, = p,kl). Thus x0 = 1 and 
Xl = g1+ .a. + g,. xi is radial and hence has the form mx2 + aXI t s. Let us 
consider just the case that m = 1. (In general, we define the length 
polynomial p,(x) to have leading term x” and be such that x,, is a multiple of 
p&i).) Then we see the first few polynomials: p,,(t) = 1, PI(t) = t, and 
p2(t) = (t - a) PI(t) - s. It frequently happens that xlxn = xn+ I + ax, + 
(s - a - 1)x,-i for all n > 2. In this case, we will say that G is radialZy 
regular with center a. We do not have to specify s because it is the 
cardinality of S,. In this case we get the relation 
p,+,(t)=(t-a)p,(t)-(s-a- l)p,-r(t) for all n>,2. 
These polynomials almost fit into the pattern of those considered in the 
previous section. Let us make the following slight change: let 
p,,(t) = s/(s - a - 1). This does not effect the measure but now the recursion 
begins at n = 1 so we are precisely in the case of Theorem A with 
c=s/(s-a- I) and b=s-a- 1. We therefore get 
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THEOREM 1. Let G be radially regular with center a on s > (a + 1) 
generators. Then its Plancherel measure is given by 
dp=d4(s-a-W(x-4* dx 
(s - x)(s + x[a + 11) 
+27z l- 
( (a+lb+z,)+S(-SI’ 
From this we see that the continuous part of the measure is the interval 
between the points a f 2 da and there is at most one point of mass 
which is nonzero if and only if (a + 2)(a + 1) > s. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G be the integers considered as an infinite cyclic group 
on the generator x and its inverse. Thus xrn =x”’ +x-“‘. xf =x2 + 2 and 
XlXrn ‘Xrnil + (2 - l)xm-i for m > 2. Thus G is radially regular with a = 0 
on 2 generators. Thus its Plancherel measure is given by 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G be a finite group of order n and let S, = G - ( 1). 
Let x be the constant function 1 on G, so that xi =x - 1. Since x2 = nx, 
we get xf = (n - 2)~~ + (n - 1). Also, for m > 2, x,,, = 0, and thus 
XlXrn =xm+1 + ((n - 1) - (n - 2) -1)x,-, . Thus G is radially regular with 
center (n - 2). In this case we cannot apply Theorem 1, but since we 
have p,(t) = 0 for m 2 2, and t2 = (n - 2) t + (n - l), the measure is 
easily calculable as having only two mass points. It is 
{(n- 1)6(-1)+6(n- l)}/n. 
Both of these examples eem simple and contrived, but using the results to 
be proved about free products, we will see that these examples lead to very 
strong results about Plancherel measures on discrete groups. We close this 
section with an example of a radial group which is not radially regular. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let G be cyclic of order 5 and let SG = {x, x- ‘}. Then 
,&=x+x-’ x2=x2+x-z, and xm=O for m>2. Then x:=x2+2, but 
xdl =x1 +xi =x3 +x2 +x1. The first gives us a, = 0, the second a2 = 1, 
hence G is not radially regular, although products of radial functions are 
radial. 
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4. FREE PRODUCTS OF POLYNOMIALS 
Given two sequences of polynomials {qn} and {r,}, their free product is 
the sequence {p,} of polynomials in two noncommuting variables given as 
follows 
Pn(y,z)= c 4i,(Y) ‘il(‘) (Ii*(Y) ‘i,Cz) ***T 
i0+il+i*+. . . =n 
where the subscripts are taken over all integers such that i, is nonnegative 
and the other ij are positive. This will remain the convention throughout his 
section. 
DEFINITION. We will say that the above sequences are compatible if there 
exists a sequence of polynomials in one variable which we shall also call 
{p,} such that for all n, p,(y + z) = p,(y, z). 
Let us see why we call this construction the “free product.” Let G and H 
be given groups. Let xn and Y, be the characteristic functions of the words of 
length n in G and H, respectively. Let K = G * H be their free product. There 
is a length function induced on K from those on G and H as follows: a 
typical element of K has the form k = g,h, g, h, a a-, where the gi E G are 
nonidentity except possible g,, , and the h, E H are nonidentity. Define 
Ikl= lgol+ lhll + lg,l+ IhI + ***3 and all of the terms in the sum except 
possibly the first is >O. Thus the characteristic function W,, of the words of 
length n in K is given by 
w, = z XioyilXizyij .I’* 
io+il+i2+. . .=n 
In particular, let G and H be radial groups with x,, = qnhl) and with 
Y, = r,(Yi) and let p,(x,y) be the free product of {qn} and {r,}. Then it is 
immediate from the definitions that W,, = pnkl, Yi). Furthermore, K is itself 
a radial group if and only if W, can be expressed as a polynomial in 
x1 + Y,, i.e., if and only if {qn} and {r,} are compatible. That is, 
THEOREM 2. If G and H are radial groups, then G * H is radial if and 
only if the length polynomials of G and H are compatible. Conversely, if 
G * H is radial, then G and H are radial and their length polynomials are 
compatible. 
What makes Theorem 2 of particular interest is the fact that we will soon 
see how to tell very easily whether two sets of polynomials are compatible. 
From this point on, we shall consider only sequences of polynomials which 
are normalized in the following way: first we require that pO(x) = 1 and 
p,(x) = x and second we require that the Favard condition be satisfied: there 
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exist numbers a, and b, for all II > 1 such that p,,+ ,(x) = (x - a,) p,(x) - 
bnpn-,(x1, 
Let us say that a normalized sequence {p,] of polynomials is regular with 
center (a, k) if furthermore a, = u for all n, and for all n > 3, b, = b, - k. In 
the case where k = a + 1 we shall say that the center is a. Thus if a group is 
radially regular with center a, then the corresponding polynomials are 
regular with center a. 
This suggests the following more general definition of radially regular: 
DEFINITION. Let G be a radial group. Let {p,(x)} be the polynomials 
with leading coefficients 1, such that x,, is a multiple ofp,hr); i.e., the length 
polynomials. Then G is radially regular with center (a, k) if (p,(x)} are 
regular with that center. 
We know of no example with k # a + 1, but we have included this 
definition for completeness. We can now completely answer the question of 
when two sequences of polynomials are compatible: 
THEOREM 3. Two normalized sequences {q,, } and {r,} of polynomials 
are compatible if and only if they are regular with the same center (a, k). In 
this case their free product (p,} will also be regular with center (a, k). 
Proof: Throughout this argument, let qn = qn(y), r, = r,,(z), and 
x = y + z, y and z noncommuting variables. Their free product will be 
denoted by 
Pn = c qiori,q$i3 '**a 
iOtiltiZ.. .=n 
For n > 1 let Q, be the sum of those terms 
others, and let po=Q,=Ro=l. Note 
R, = 2; riQ,-i. Assume that yq, = qnt, 
r n+, +u;r, t b;r,-,. Then by combining 
straightforward calculation yields 
n 
with i, > 1, R, the sum of the 
that Q,=c:qiR._i and 
t u;q, + bAq,-, and zr, = 
all the above equations, a 
XP, = pn+ 1 + z] (ajqiR,-i + aj’riQ,-i) 
t 5 (b:‘t bf+l)BiRn-i-1 
f f (bl t b:;l)riQ,-i-l. 
Let us assume first that {p,} and (q,,} are compatible. Thus p,( y, z) can 
be written as a polynomial in X. So there exist a,, and b, such that 
XP, =~n+l + unpn + b,p,-.,. (**> 
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Since all the qiRj and ri Qj are linearly independent, (*) and (**) together 
imply 
(A) and,, = C: @fqiRn-i + 4’Q,-i> and 
(B) b,~,-,=C:(b:+b;+,)q,R,-i-,+C:(b:+bl:,)r,Q,-i-,. 
Look at (A): for II = 1, this says a,(y + z) = a;y + ayz. Thus 
a, =a; =a:. Assume inductively that ai= uf =a: for all i= l,..., n - 1. 
Then inserting this information into (A) we see that a, = a; = u;. Now look 
at (B). For n = 1, we get b, =b; + by. For n = 2 we have 
b,(y + z) = b;z + b:‘y + b;y + b;z. Thus b,=b’,+b;=b:+b;. In 
particular, then b, - b, = b; - b; = b; - by. Assume inductively that 
bi = b,, bf = b;, and by = bi, for i = 2 ,..., n - 1. Then for n > 2, (B) gives us 
b,pn-,=bZpn-l+(b;-b;)qn-I+(b::-b;)r,-I. Thus b,=bZ, b:,=b;, 
and bi = b;. Thus all three sequences, {p,}, {qn}, and {I”} are regular with 
the same center (a, k), where u = a, = uf = a; for all i > 1, and 
k = bi -b, = b[ -b; = bj’ -by for all i > 2. 
Conversely if {q,} and {r,} are regular with the same center (a, k) then let 
b=b;+b/+:,=bl’+b;+, for i> 1. For 12 > 2, (*) becomes xp, =pn+, + 
UC: (qiR,-i + riQ”-i) + bx: (qiRn-1-i + riQ,-1-i) = Pn+l f’Pn + 
bpn-1. For n=l we have xpl = p2 + up, + b; + b;. Since 
b-(b;+bl’)=bl;,-b;=k, {p,} is regular with center (a, k) and in 
particular {qn} and {r,} are compatible. Thus Theorem 3 is proved. 
We can now state our main result: 
THEOREM 4. Let G and H be nontrivial groups and let K = G * H. Then 
K is radial if and only if G and H ure radially regulur with the same center. 
In this case, K will also be radially regular with that same center. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We shall now prove that the above results together with the two trivial 
examples considered earlier-the integers and a finite group-give us all 
known results plus one new result. First, since Z with generators *I is 
radially regular with center 0, any free group of rank t is also radially 
regular with center 0 and has 2t generators. We apply Theorem 1 to get the 
Plancherel measure of the free group (first computed in this context by 
Pytlik [PI) 
&= d4(2t- 1)-x2 & 
4t2 -x2 a 
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In the second example we showed that any finite group of order n is 
radially regular with center (n - 2) and with generators all (n - 1) nontrivial 
elements. Thus the free product of any k finite groups of the same order n is 
also radially regular with center (n - 2) and with s = k(n - 1) generators. 
This gives the measure 
(k-1)\/4k(n-1)-n”t2(n-2)-x’dx+2n(n-k)S(-k) 
(k t x)(k(n - 1) - x) n 
exactly the Plancherel measure calculated in [CT] and (for the cyclic case) 
in [KS]. 
We get the following new examples: Let K be the free product of k copies 
of Z, and m copies of Z. Since Z, and Z are radially regular with center 0, 
K is also radially regular with center 0 on (2m + k) generators. Its 
Plancherel measure is thus given by 
Note added in proof This last example appears in a recent preprint, “The Plancherel 
measure for symmetric groups,” by M. A. Picardello and J. Faraut. 
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